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Abstract-In this paper, a problem of avoidance from a moving spatial detection zone in the 
(2, y, z)-space is considered. Optimal avoidance trajectories and the boundary of the capture set in 
3-D are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following problem. Two vehicles, a pursuer P and an evader E, are moving in 
3-D. The evader E is capable of instantaneous turns (“simple motion” in Isaac’s terminology, [l]); 
time realizations of E’s velocity vector w are subjected to the constraint 11~11 5 p < 1; the 
symbol 11. II denotes the Euclidean norm. The pursuer p moves at, a constant (unit) velocity along 
a straight line. A spatial detection zone, which is the intersection of an ellipsoid and an elliptic 
cone, is attached to the pursuer P. The evader’s goal is to avoid the moving detection zone. 
The complete solution of the problem is obtained. The following questions are answered ana- 
lytically: 
- optimal laws of avoidance for arbitrary initial positions of E; 
- delineation of the capture set--the domain of E’s initial positions for which the detection 
of E by P is assured. 
The problem of detection avoidance was investigated so far in a number of papers, see, for 
example, [2-41. However, the results concerning avoidance laws in 3-D-space are not known to 
the authors. 
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
We define a moving relative rectangular coordinate system XYZ; its origin is affixed to P and 
the X-axis is pointed in the direction of P’s velocity in Iw3. The X- and Y-axes are located in 
the horizontal plane. At the instant t = 0, the moving coordinate system XYZ coincides with a 
fixed reference frame X”YoZo. Capital letters (XYZ) denote the coordinates of the vehicles in 
the fixed frame, and the small letters (z, y, z) denote the object’s position in the moving frame. 
By definition, XE(O) = z~(0), and at any t 2 0: 
YE(t) = YE(t), ZE(t) = ZE(t). 
Define the vector WE(t) = [x&t), YE(t), zE(t)] which, at the time instant t 10, points from P 
to E. The equations of the relative motion of E are 
kE=vx-l, 3jE=Vy, tE=vZ; 
WE(o) = w” = [xE(o), !/E(O), zE(o)]; llvll I P < 1, (1) 
where v = (VX, vy, VZ) is a three-dimensional velocity (control) vector of E, in the fixed frame 
XOYOZO. 
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A spatial detection zone, R, which is the intersection of an ellipsoid and an elliptic cone, is 
attached to the pursuer. We assume that this zone satisfies the following conditions: the vertex 
of the cone and the center of the ellipsoid coincide with P’s current positions (the origin of the 
moving frame): the length of the ellipsoid’s semi-axis in the X-direction is D; the conic part 
of the detection zone has half-squint angles cr and 6 in the horizontal and vertical planes of the 
XYZ-frame, respectively; the cone intersects the ellipsoid in the plane z = kD, 0 < k < 1. 
Thus, the spatial detection zone 0 is described as follows. 
5-2 = 
Z2 
(X,%2) :& + - - 
tan’ 6 
x2 < 0, O<xlkD; 
Y2 k2 
n2 D2 tan2 CY 
+ z2 
n2 D2 tan2 6 
-l<O, kD<x<D;n2=----- 
1 - k2 (2) 
E avoids detection if w(t) $ R, t 2 0. 
We introduce a qualitative criterion G as follows: G = 1, if w(t) 4 Cl, 0 5 t < co, and G = 0, 
otherwise. Then, the problem of optimization of E’s avoidance trajectories is reduced to the 
maximization problem: 
G+msx, 
” (3) 
where v is the control vector of E. 
Let P(h) be the plane, which passes through a point x = h, 0 5 h 5 D, and is parallel to 
the YOZ-plane. Then sh and ash denote a P(h) cross-section of the detection zone 0, and the 
boundary of the cross-section, respectively. The boundary ash is an ellipse with the equation: 
the lower index indicates the parameters of the ellipse ash depend on the x-coordinate of the 
cross-section. In accordance with (2), ellipses corresponding to various h are similar, and oh/bh = 
tan cr/ tan 6. Let CY > 6, so that oh > bh, 0 < h < D. 
We denote by Ch and elliptical cylinder with the Sh-base: 
OlhlD. 
The set of the evader initial positions, from which avoidance of detection is impossible, is 
referred to as a capture set of P; it is denoted by A(wO). Respectively, a complement of A(w”) 
is a set of points for which a law of avoidance exists. The set A(w”) belongs to the interior of the 
elliptical cylinder CUD. For E’s initial positions, which are located on the lateral surface or in 
the exterior of cylinder CUD, avoidance of detection is assured by using, for example, the control 
law v = (-p,O,O). 
3. SOLUTION 
The problem is solved in two steps. Initially, a subproblem of avoidance in 3-D from a planar 
detection zone is formulated and solved. This zone is a planar geometric figure that has an 
elliptic boundary, and coincides with a cross-section of the spatial detection zone 0 which is 
perpendicular to P’s trajectory. Using this subproblem’s solution, we then solve the original 
problem. 
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3.1. 3-D Avoidance of a Planar Detection Zone 
Let Sh be a cross-section of the detection zone R formed by a plane, P(h), .O 5 h < D. The 
evader is detected by Sh if its position gets into the planar figure Sh. 
The problem of avoidance from the Sh cross-section is meaningful only for those initial po- 
sitions w” which belong to the interior of the elliptical cylinder ch. Avoidance takes place 
if, on the trajectory of the relative motion, at the instant T of getting E’s position wE(T) = 
[~E(T),vE(T), ZE(T)I on the lateral surface of a cylinder ch, the inequality ZE(T) 2 h is satis- 
fied. 
Therefore, the problem of optimization of E’s avoidance trajectories of a Sh cross-section is 
reduced to an optimal control problem with equations of motion (l), payoff 
G = ZE(T) + rnvm (5) 
and terminal condition 
-+Gp_ Yim 
4 
1 = 0. 
h 
(6) 
The problem’s solution is given in the appendix and it has the following form. 
The optimal avoidance trajectory is a straight line; along this line, E moves with the maximal 
velocity p. Let Qr be the angle between E’s trajectory and the X-axis (of fixed frame) and let \kz 
be the angle included between the Y-axis and the projection vyz of the velocity vector v onto 
the plane YOZ (Figure 1). Then, for an optimal trajectory: 
cosq = p, (7) 
cotqjj = z Ym 
a: m’ (8) 
Figure 1. 
Here, and in what follows, the optimal values are designated with an asterisk. 
Formula (8) has the following geometrical meaning. Let w&T) = [z&T), y&T), ZE(T)] be 
the position of E at the instant T of its reaching the lateral surface of the cylinder ch. The pair 
[YE(T), z&T)] satisfies th e equation of an ellipse (6). The equation of a normal to the ellipse (6), 
at the point [YE(T), ZE(T)], ZE(T) # 0, is [5]: 
bi Y;(T) 
’ = 3 z;(T) -z+e2yE(T), 
where e2 = (a i - bi) /a:, and e is the ellipse’s eccentricity. 
ASSERTION 1. While the evader moves along &II optimal trajectory, the projection Epch) (of the 
E’s current position on the P(h) plane) moves from the initial point [YE(O), z~(0)] along a normal 
to the ellipse ash. The velocity of motion of E, (projection of E’s position on the X-axis) is 
constant and equal to f12; the velocity of the Ep(h) projection’s motion is constant and equal to 
p [l - ps]lP 
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The validity of the assertion follows immediately from the relations (7)-(g). 
Formula (9) defines a plane in which the evader moves, avoiding detection; the evader’s velocity 
vector lies in this plane. Relation (7) defines the angle between P’s and E’s velocity vectors in 
the real frame. The value of the angle \E; depends on the quotient 0 of velocities of the vehicles 
and do not depend on the orientation of the plane in which E moves. This fact agrees with 
known results, for avoidance of detection in a two-dimensional space [2,6]. Enlargement of the 
space dimension, thus, affects the choice of the plane in which avoidance takes place. 
Formula (8) becomes simpler if the Sh cross-section coincides with a circle, oh = bh. Integrating 
the equations of E’s motion: 
y&T) = YE(O) + PT sin*; COST;, 
ZE(T) = z~(0) + PT sin;1 sin$z, 
and substituting the result in (8)) we obtain: 
cot*; = s, 
(10) 
(11) 
i.e., the evader’s trajectory of avoidance is such that the projection Ep(h) moves along a radius 
of a circle. 
We now embark on the characterization of the capture set A,(w’) for the cross-section sh. 
Due to the central symmetry of sh relative to X-axis, it is sufficient to construct the capture set 
only for a quarter of sh, for example, for the quarter which corresponds to the first quadrant of 
the YOZ-plane. In particular, we are interested in that subset A,(t) w”) of E’s initial positions, 
for which detection takes place at the instant t > 0. The boundary of the set A,(t) wO)-denoted 
by W,---is found by solving, with respect to w”, the equation 
G* =xE(T*,wo) =h. (12) 
The asterisk indicates that E uses an optimal avoidance trajectory. 
It follows from the above observations, that the optimal trajectories of E’s relative motion 
possess the following features: 
- they are rectilinear; 
- their projections on the plane P(h) coincide with the normals to the ellipse ash; 
- the optimal laws of avoidance coincide for all initial positions w” whose projections Ep(h) 
are located on the same normal to the ellipse ash. 
Thus, all initial positions of E, w” = [zE(O), ye, ze(0)], corresponding to the same terminal 
point [ydT*), 4T*)l on the ellipse (6)) are located on the straight line 
h - ~~(0) = YE@') -YE(O) .ZE(T) - zE(o) 
p2 - 1 /3dm cosQ4 = p&i? sin*;’ 
(13) 
which is a common optimal trajectory of E’s relative motion from the point w”; the angle Q; is 
defined by formula (8). 
It follows from (13) that the boundary W, of the capture set A,(t) w”) is a ruled surface [5]. 
It is formed in the course of the motion of a straight line along the directional ellipse ash. The 
character of the motion is as follows: while the straight line moves in space, its projection on the 
P(h) plane coincides with the current normal to the directional ellipse. 
The points w” = [z~(0), YE(O), ZE(O)] of the ruled surface satisfy the following condition: the 
duration of motion of the Ep(h) projection along a normal to the ellipse ash from an initial point 
[YE(O), 4O)l t o a corresponding ellipse point, with the velocity p [l - p2]‘/2, coincides with the 
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time of a relative motion of the &projection from a point ZE(O) > h to the point ZE(T*) = h, 
with velocity (1 - P2). 
Formalization of this condition allows us to write the following ruled surface equations in 
parametric form: 
y&O) = Jk 
ah 
z~(0) cot m + ah e2 cos m, 
(14) 
[ZE(~) - h12 cot2 7 = [ME - ah cosm12 + [z~(0) - bh sinm12, 
where m > 0 is a parameter, cosy = p, and the parametric representation of the points of the 
ellipse &Sh: 
&! = YE(T) = ah COSm; z = zE(T) = bh sinm, ah > bra, (15) 
is used. In particular, it follows from the second equation of the system (14), that the angle 
determined by the optimal trajectory of E’s relative motion and the P(h) plane (the sh cross- 
section) is, in fact, equal to y = arccosp. 
We now embark in the construction of a curve Cs, which is an intersection of the ruled sur- 
face W and the X”OYo-plane (i.e., the plane z = 0). The coordinates of the points w” = 
[xE(o), YE(% o] E L s meet the stated above common condition; also, the curve L, passes 
through the point w ’ = (h, ah, 0), which is an intersection of the ellipse ash and its large 
semi-axis. (We keep in mind that the capture zone is defined for the first quarter of the cross- 
section sh .) 
Let us consider the following segment of a normal to the ellipse ash: its initial point [YE(O), 0] 
is located on the straight line L(h)-an intersection of the plane P(h) and the XOY-plane; its 
terminal point is located on the ellipse ash. Let z = z~(0) = 0, in (9). The condition zE(T) # 0 
yields the relation 
YE(O) = e2 YE(T) (16) 
which the coordinates of initial and terminal points of the segment must satisfy. In accordance 
with (15), (16), we have the following parametric representation of the coordinates of the initial 
point: 
a 
y&o) = ah e2 COSm 4 yE(o,m), m > 0; ZE(0) = 0. (17) 
Here, and in what follows, the first argument denotes times and the second argument denotes 
value of the parameter. 
The parametric representation of the length of the segment of a normal is as follows: 
IN( = $ J uE sin2 m + b: cos2 m. (18) 
Since we construct the capture set only for the first quarter of the sh cross-section, the value of 
the parameter m varies from 0 to 4. 
In the range 0 < m I 4, the function IN(m)] is monotonically increasing, while the function 
YE (0, m) is monotonically decreasing. It means that with an increase in m, the length of the 
segment of a normal increases, and its base shifts to the left along the line L(h). For m = 4, 
.I 01 N; =bfi; (y2) YE 0 ’ =o. 
For m = 0, we define zE(T) = bh sin m = 0, and 
IN(O)] = lilio IN(m)] = 5. 
According to equation (17)) 
y~(o, m = 0) = ah e2. 
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In the half-open interval 0 < m 5 4, the segment of the normal determines a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the points of the ellipse and the points of its large semi-axis. For m = 0, the 
whole segment [oh e2, ah] of the large semi-axis corresponds to a point of the ellipse. Thus we 
investigate two cases separately: m = 0 and 0 < m 5 5. 
1. Let m = 0; the normal N(0) is located on the whole straight line L(h). A rectilinear part of 
the curve 13s (an optimal trajectory of E’s relative motion in the XOY-plane) corresponds 
to N(0). The rectilinear part passes through the point (h, ah, 0) and, together with the 
OY-axis, it forms an angle 7 = arccosp. The rectilinear part of the equation is 
z~(0) - h = [oh - YE(O)] tarry. (19) 
2. In the 0 < m 5 4 range, the equation of the curve LS is derived from the condition: 
[ME@) - hl IN( 
1 - p2 = p (1 - p)lP 
Eliminating the parameter m in (18), with the aid of (17), we obtain the equation of a 
curvilinear part of Ls: 
[zE(o) - h12 +$P_Ll. 
b; tan2y ah--b; 
Equation (20) defines an ellipse, which passes through the focuses of the ellipse ash; its center 
coincides with the center of 6%‘~. The straight line (19) is a tangent to the ellipse (20) at the 
point w” = [h + ah (1 - e2) tarry, ah e 2, 01. The point of intersection of the ellipse (20) and the 
0X0-axis has abscissa z = h + bh tarry. 
The construction is illustrated in Figure 2. It shows the quarter of the Sh cross-section and 
also a part of the X”OYo-plane with the curve Ls, rotated 90” about the straight line L(h). 
F indicates the location of a focus of the ellipse ash. The segment HHi is a projection, on the 
plane P(h), of the optimal trajectory of E’s relative motion from an initial point of Ls. 
An axonometric projection of a quarter of the detection zone Cl with a corresponding capture 
set As(t, w”) is shown in Figure 3. Rectilinear rulings of the ruled surface are depicted; the 
cross-section Sh, 0 5 h < k D, is hatched. 
Figure 2. Figure 3. 
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The ruled surface Ws can be considered as a “roof,” placed on the base-ellipse &S’),. The 
straight lines (14)‘play the role of “rafters;” the curve L: is the “ridge” of the roof, located in the 
X”OYo-plane. 
In the special case of a circular cross-section &(ah = bh = r; CY = a), the equation of the 
surface Ws can be derived in explicit form. While E moves along the optimal trajectory from 
the initial point w” = [zE(O),~E(O), z~(0)], the projection Ep(h) moves along the radius of the 
circle Sh. Therefore, the length of the normal segment is equal to IN(m)] = T - d&(O) + z;(O) 
cd0) - h = r - d&(O) + z30) 
1 - p2 P&-P * 
(21) 
From (21), the equation of the surface Ws is derived: 
[z~(0) - h - r tany12 = [y;(O) + &(O)] tan2 y. 
Relation (22) defines a circular cone; its vertex has the coordinates (h + r tan 7, 0,O). 
(22) 
3.2. 3-D Avoidance of the Spatial Detection Zone 
The solution of the 3-D avoidance problem is based on the construction of E’s sets of attain- 
ability in the moving frame XYZ. 
From an initial position w” = [z~(0), YE(O), ME], avoidance of detection takes place if there 
exists at least one trajectory of E’s relative motion, which has not more than one common point 
with R. The control vector 
{llvll = A *I = arccos@, 92 = const} (23) 
generates a trajectory of E’s relative motion, with the following property: at the time instant 
where E reaches the arbitrary (but fixed) plane P(h), the distance between the points Ep(h) and 
[YE(O), z~(0)] is maximal [2,6]. For any fixed h, the bound of the set of attainability for the 
Ep(h) projections is given by the equation 
[23(O) - h12 cot2 y = [y - YE( + [z - zE(o)]2. (24 
Varying h, we derive the equation of a conic surface-the boundary of a three-dimensional set, 
within the limits of which all trajectories of E’s relative motion are located. The vertex of the 
cone coincides with the point [z_s(O), YE(O), zE(O)]; the angle between a ruling of cone and its 
axis of symmetry is equal to (i - 7) ; y = arccos p. 
The problem of E’s avoidance of the spatial detection zone R is meaningful only for initial 
positions w” = [z~(0), YE(O), ZE(O)], which satisfy the conditions [YE(O), so] E sko; 2~(0) 2 
k D, where Sk D is a k D cross-section of the zone 52. 
In Section 3.1, we derived equation (14). This system defines, in parametric form, a sufficient 
condition for the existence of a point, at which the circle (24), located in the P(h) plane is tangent 
to the ellipse 8Sh from the inside. Let us rewrite (14) in the following form: 
bh YE(o) = -z&o) cotm+ahe2cosm, 
ah 
z&O) = h + tan? {[YE@) - ah cosm]’ + [z&O) - bh sinm]2}1’2. 
(25) 
For a fixed triple {h; [YE(O), ZE(O)] E SkD}, (25) determines: 
- The position of the point w” with a minimal abscissa ZE(O), from which avoidances of E’S 
detection by the sh cross-section is possible; 
- The orientation of the plane (i.e., the value of the parameter m = m(h)), in which the 
avoidance trajectory is located; this plane is parallel to the OX-axis. 
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The set of points w” = {[TV, YE(O), ZE(O)] ) the pair [YE(O), ZE(O)] E SkJJ is fixed} forms a 
ray; we denote it by LO. Let us find a coordinate h of the cross-section sh, k D 5 h 5 D, which 
yields the maximum of the abscissa of a point w” E LO, satisfying the system (25). The corre- 
sponding variables are marked with an asterisk: h*, m*, cc&(O), and w* = &(O), ye, z~(0)]. 
ASSERTION 2. Let the pair [YE(O), zz~(O)] E Sk,0 be fixed. Then, w* E LO is a point with 
minimal abscissa, from which avoidance of E’s detection by the spatial zone Q is possible. 
To prove the assertion, we note that avoidance of E’s detection by the spatial zone 0 is 
essentially the avoidance of the part of the ellipsoid: 
2 + 
n2 D2 tan2 6 = 
1; kDlx<D. (26) 
Let Go = [3~(0), YE(O), ZE(O)] be a point of the ray LO with minimal abscissa, from which 
we can draw a tangent line to the ellipsoid (26); the point Go meets system (25) for some 
2 = A, k D 5 k 5 D; the tangent forms the angle (5 - 7) with the OX-axis. We claim that 
w* =\;t. 
PROOF BY CONTRADICTION. Assume that w* # C. Then ~.E(O) # s;(O). By construction, 
among the points w” = [zE(O), YE(O), ZE(O)] E Lo that satisfy equation (25) and the conditions 
k D 5 h 5 D, the point w* E Lo has the maximal abscissa x*(O). Thus, ?~(0) 5 x;(O). On 
the other hand, the tangent to the ellipsoid drawn from the point w” is an admissible trajectory 
of E’s relative motion, which assures the avoidance by E of the part of the ellipsoid, given 
by equation (26), including the cross-section sh*, k D 5 h’ 5 D. But, by definition, w* = 
[z;(O), y~(O),z~(0)] E LO is a point with the minimal abscissa, from which avoidance by E 
of detection by shV cross-section is possible; so x>(O) < i&O). Thus, XL(O) = ?~(0) and 
w* = \ito. I 
The construction of the capture set A(w’) for the spatial detection zone fI is reduced to solving, 
for any pair [YE(O), z~(0)] E Sk D, a problem of optimization 
X&O) = h + tan7 {[y&O) - ah cosm]2 + [.m(O) - bh sinm12)l/a + kdyED, (27) 
- - 
in the presence of the constraint 
bh 
YE(O) = ah z~(o) Cot m $ ah e2 cOs m, (28) 
where, in accordance with equation (26), 
The solution of the problem (27)-(29) defines a coordinate h* of a sh* cross-section which we 
refer to as dominating, bearing in mind that for a fixed pair [YE(O), z~(0)], (namely the sh* 
cross-section), it determines the position of the point w* = [r;(O), YE(O), ZE(O)], of the capture 
set boundary. 
Differentiation of (27), taking into account (28) and (29), gives: 
dZE(0) _ 1 _ nh tancr tan6 tarry 
dh (02 - h2) (tan2 6 sin2 m + tan2 (Y cosz m) ’ 
(30) 
where the value of the parameter m is defined by equation (28). 
As h + D, dxE(O)/dh --f -00; a unique root of the equation dxE(O)/dh = 0 is as follows: 
ho = D (tan2 6 sin2 m + tan2 CY cos2 m) 1 + 
n2 tan2 Q: tan2 6 tan2 y 
(tan2 6 sin2 m + tan2 Q cos2 m)2 1 
-l/2 
* 
(31) 
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Two cases are possible: k D 2 h 5 D and h < k D. In the first case, ho is the solution of the 
problem (27)-(29) and the coordinate h* of dominating cross-section is equal to h. In the second 
case,h*=kD. 
Substituting the values h = ho or h = k D in (25), we obtain a parametric representation of 
the ruled surface W-the boundary of the capture set A(wO) for the spatial detection zone R. 
Let us initially construct a set of points of the capture set boundary w” = [z~(0), YE(O), 
ZE(O)] E W, for which SkD is the dominating cross-section (h* = k 0); we do this for the first 
quadrant of the YOZ-plane. From the formula (31) we find the value of the parameter m* > 0 
corresponding to the equality ho = k D: 
sin2 m* = tan2 6 (n4 tan2 cy tan2 y - 1) k2 
tan2 ck - tan2 6 
; ns=-. 1 - k2 (32) 
By assumption, (I! > 6. Thus, equation (32) makes sense (i.e., the desired value m’ exists), if the 
conditions 
tan2 b (n4 tan2 cx tan2 y - 1) 5 tan2 Ly - tan2 6, 
n4 tan2 a! tan2 y L: 1, 
(33) 
are fulfilled. The system (33) can be rewritten in the following form 
(n2tano)-l 5 tan7 < (n2 tanf5)-l. (34) 
We now discuss the geometrical meaning of the system (34). Let 0 5 m* 5 4 and let the spatial 
zone R be intersected by the plane XOY (m* = 0). The equation of the elliptic part of the 
obtained cross-section is as follows: 
Figure 4 illustrates the construction. The straight line x = k D, separating the conic and the 
elliptical parts of the cross-section, is the projection of the plane P(k D), which separates the 
parts of the cone and ellipsoid in Q. The point A of the intersections of the ellipse and the 
straight line has coordinates zA = k D; gA = k D tan cy. The normal to the ellipse evaluated at 
the point A, forms an angle V, with the OY-axis (see equation (9)): 
where, in accordance with (35), a k D, b 4 n D tan (Y. Substituting the values a, b, XA, YA, we 
obtain tan V, = (n2 tan cy)-l. 
Figure 4. 
Thus, the first inequality in (34) takes the form tanu, I tarry, or, equivalently u, 5 +y, where 
7 = arccosfl is the angle which every optimal trajectory of E’s relative motion makes with the 
plane P(k D)-see Figures 24. 
The second inequality in the system (34) is equivalent to the relation u6 > 7, there ~6 is an 
angle between the OZ-axis and a normal to the ellipse, which is the result of an intersection of 
the Cl zone and the plane X02 (m* = 5). 
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Thus, if the system of inequalities 
45 2 Y 2 VCY (37) 
holds, then at least one value m = m*, and then the coordinates [YE(O), ZE(O)] E SOD exist, for 
which SkD is a dominating cross-section. The value m* is derived from the relation (32): 
m* = arcsin 
[ 
h-l2 6 (n4 tan2 QI tan2 y - 1) 
tan2 (Y - tan2 6 1 ’ 
Olm* < :. (38) 
Let us consider what happens if equation (37) does not hold. By assumption, cy 2 6; so the 
inequality V, 5 ~6 is always true. The case y > ~6 corresponds to a spatial zone R for which 
the SkD cross-section is the dominating section (i.e., h* = kD) for all [YE(O), ZE(O)] E SkD. 
Conversely, the case V, > y corresponds to a spatial zone R with the following property: for each 
pair [YE(O), ZE(O)] E Sk D, the abscissa of the dominating cross-section is h* = ho > k D, where 
ho is given by formula (31). 
Let the system of inequalities (37) hold; let m* be a value of the parameter, calculated from (38); 
and consider the equation 
tan 6 
y=z- 
tan o 
cotm* + - 
t”,nEr (t 
an2 (Y - tan2 S) cos m*, Olm* 5 f, (39) 
that defines a corresponding normal to the ellipse a&D, which is a boundary of the P(k D) 
cross-section. 
Differentiating ho with respect to m (see formula (31)), we have 
It follows from this inequality, that: 
- for all m >_ m*, the dominating cross-section should be S (i.e., h* = k 0); the correspond- 
ing fragment W of the surface W (the boundary of the capture set A(w’) is defined by 
the relations (25) as h = k D; 
- if m < m*, then to each value m its own cross-section S,,. corresponds; the abscissa 
h* = ho > k D of the cross-section is determined by (31); the corresponding Wz part of 
the surface W is defined by the system (25), for h = ho. 
The surfaces WI and Wz meet smoothly on a straight line which is tangent to the ellipsoid at 
the point with the abscissa x = k D. 
The intersection of W and 0 is a spatial curve. The union of R and a domain of the space, 
located between the surface W and the ellipsoid (26) forms the capture set A(w”) for the spatial 
detection zone R. 
In the special case when the detection zone R is an intersection of a circular cone and a sphere, 
and the center of the sphere coincides with the cone vertex (a = 6, k = cosa), the capture set 
can be constructed explicitly. In that case, the detection zone R is the union of: 
- the part of the cone 
- the part of the spherical segment: 
52,={(x,y,z):x2+y2+z2-D2<O; D coscr 5 x 5 D} . 
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Figure 5. 
The cross-section of the detection zone R and a plane, perpendicular to the z-axis is a circle. 
A conic capture set, defined by (22) corresponds to the cross-section. 
When cr = 6, Ic = cost, the system (37) is reduced to 
a=5=y. (46) 
If (Y 5 7, then the dominating cross-section coincides with the common base of the cone K, 
and the spherical segment R,. We denote it by S,. Figure 5 depicts one-half of a flat figure-a 
cross-section of the 20X-plane and the capture set, which is the union of the spatial detection 
zone and the corresponding conic part. 
The symbol P” denotes an initial position of the pursuer. The triangles P”AMBPo and 
P”ACMBPo are formed by the lines of intersection of the plane ZOX and the surfaces bounding 
the detection zone Q and the conic part of the capture set, respectively. The straight line AB is 
the trace of the S, cross-section. In the case under consideration, H* = D cosa, and the radius 
of the circle cross-section is equal to r = D sina. Substituting these values in (22), we get the 
following equation of the conic capture set: 
zE(o) - D 
cos(y - a) 2 
cos y I = [y;(O) + z;(O)] tan2 y. (41) 
The vertex of the conic surface has coordinates: 
D cos(y - o) 
,o,o . 
cos y > 
Figure 6. 
For CY > y, the capture zone is defined as follows. At the point PO, like at the vertex, a 
circular cone K, is constructed. The axis of symmetry of K, coincides with the OX-axis; the 
half squint angle is equal to y = arccosp. The line of intersection of the conic surface K7 and 
the spherical segment R, is a circle with a radius equal to T = D sinr. On this circle, like on 
the base, a circular cone IV, is constructed. The intersecting rulings of the cones IV, and K7 
are mutually perpendicular (Figure 6). The union of Cl and a domain of space, located between 
the surfaces of Cl and W, forms the capture set. Note, that the capture set contains a spherical 
fibre, contained between the cross-sections S, and S, (Figure 6). The flat figure P”AAICPo is 
one-half of the cross-section of the capture set formed by a plane passing through the OX-axis. 
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APPENDIX 
SOLUTION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 
In accordance with the maximum principle [7], the necessary optimality conditions for the 
problem (I), (5), (6) are as follows. The Hamiltonian 
H=XVri~=X~(21~-l)+~yXy+X~212~min 
” 
is formed, where X is the vector of costate variables, which are functions of time. 
The optimal control law of the evader is as follows: 
v* = -P& = -A (Xx, XY, AZ). (A.11 
The adjoint differential system is 
Ji = 0, X = const. 
It follows from these relations, that E’s optimal trajectory is a straight line, along which it moves 
with maximal velocity p. Let Ql be an angle between E's trajectory and the X-axis of the fixed 
frame, and \k~ be an angle between the Y-axis and the projection vyz of the velocity vector v 
and the plane YOZ (Figure 1). 
The optimal law of avoidance is as follows: 
v* = p (cos ST, sin Q; cos Qf, sin a; sin KPG) . (A-2) 
At the optimal trajectory: 
H* = -p llXll - xx. 
The transversality condition at the instant T is 
SG+X6wE-H*bT=O, (A.3) 
where bWE = (653, bye, 6z~) and due to (5), 
SG = 6XE. 
In accordance with (6), the following constraint is imposed on the variation 6WE: 
YE bE 
a?& (A.4) 
Solving (A.4) with respect to 6yE, and after substituting of the result in (A.3), we have the 
following system of equations: 
P II4 + xx = 0, 
Xx+1=0, 
It follows from the system that 
cosq = p, 
_ = cot q* = b”h YW) XY 
XX 
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